The Mission

The Jarhead Young Sailors Foundation is a non-profit voluntary organisation with
the principal purpose of educating children, youths and young adults in the sport of
sailing.
Currently the organisation administers ‘JYS -Jarhead’ and ‘JYS -JAN’ which are two
36-foot J-109 racing sailing boats. The main scope of the Foundation is to reach out to
disenfrenchised students and youths who have never experienced the sport of sailing.
The beginners program was launched in February 2018.
The same racing boats are also made available to provide for a training and a
competitive experience in local or inshore Mediterranean region sailing regattas for
more experienced 16 years+ sailors who form part of the intermediate or advanced
programme.

The Story so Far
The Foundation has given the opportunity to a group of young sailors to compete in the iconic
Rolex Middle Sea Race – the crew have formed a bond which has seen them compete in other
races performing well and gaining respectable positions.
The Jarhead Foundation was instrumental in bringing the Maiden Factor to Malta ahead of the
start of their round the world trip in December 2018. This initiative was to raise awareness of
learning and the Anything is Possible motto embraced by the Foundation.
In 2019, the Foundation
invested in a second J109
boat, ‘JYS -JAN’. The boat’s
first outing was in the 2019
Rolex Fastnet followed by
its successful participation
in the 2019 Rolex Middle Sea
Race where it wrote its name
in history for being the first
all-female team to complete
the 606 nautical mile race

Founder’s Statement
Stubborn, obstinance, something that won’t give up, will battle the odds no matter what. No
pretentious connotations, bottom of the rung and willing to climb, not to be messed with – even
in defeat undefeated.
Mission critical is to take the young who don’t get the breaks, for whatever reason, foster them
in self-belief, reach down inside and open up stillborn opportunity, fling wide the windows of
opportunity.
Instil resilience and inspire them by casting them adrift, on the low down and dirty, the
eponymous ‘Jarhead’, a 36-foot racing sloop. Off into the deep blue sea, beyond the sight of land,
way beyond their comfort zone, to a place where the horizon never ends.
Greg Nasmyth & Samantha Rowe-Beddoe

Programmes & Events
Schools Programme started in February 2018
(for beginner students and youths aged 12+)
Local Regattas Participation Programme started in March 2019
(for advanced Maltese sailors from local clubs, ages 16+)
Rolex Middle Sea Race Participation Programme
(for advanced Maltese sailors from local clubs, ages 16+)
Civil Service Social Club Programme
(sailing lessons for Maltese Civil Servants)

Sponsorship & Partnership
Sailing is one of the fastest growing sectors in the sports sponsorship marketplace. It’s easy
to understand why as the sport offers so many opportunities and markets with a truly global
audience.
The Foundation is entirely not-for-profit and wholly depends on the support of corporate
entities who will provide the necessary funding for the Foundation to keep offering such
programmes.
In order to have a successful campaign we are identifying possible partners to contribute
financially towards the ongoing support of this cause.
Rather than focusing on sponsorships we are looking at long term parternships of which all
entities stand to mutually benefit.

Sponsorship & Partnership Packages
A number of exclusive packages will be made available to sponsors who will benefit from the
best possible coverage from a various number of channels.

On Board Promotion
What better way to be visible
as the crews sail in local and
international waters with your
logo visible from miles away?

Kits
It is not just on water that sponsorship
opportunities are available.
Kits provide an excellent opportunity for corporate
organisations to have their brand advertised on a
regular and prominent basis.
Number denotes possible location of Logo or
Company Name on the Foundation’s Polo Shirt.
Other promotional opportunities can be found
throught corporate branding on Oilskins,
environmentaly friendly water bottles, buffs
(tubular garments to keep neck warm), Schools
Programme T-Shirts and Jackets.

Numbers denote possible location of company logo
or text

Support Boat
The Jarhead crews are always followed by a support boat throughout their training sessions.
This not only allows for safety measures to be adopted when and if necessary but also provides an opportunity for branding.
This can be discussed in further detail.

Team Building Opportunities
Corporate team building on a sailing boat is the perfect metaphor to improve the performance
of your team.
An experience that will motivate and facilitate the creation and growth of a working group.
As a Corporate Partner we can look at organising Team Building events for your crews - what
better way to achieve that, other than on the water?

Unite your crew
Foster a sense of teamwork and improve communication on a team building day like no other.
Team building and team development programmes using the power of sailing will enable us to
create exciting, engaging group activities designed to make your team the best it can be.

Social & Digital Media
The Foundation is active on popular
Social Media channels and has garnered
strong organic reach and engagement on
Facebook and Instagram.
The Foundation has invested in the
latest digital technology including
action cameras complete with the
necessary accessories that will enable the
Foundation to collect raw footage from all
the Foundation’s activities.
Editing will allow a partner’s logo to be
included in the footage which will be
shared on the Foundation’s Channels.

Follow us on the below Social Media Channels

Press & Media
The Foundation will host a number of press conferences which will enable sponsors to
promote their organization amongst members of the media and guests attending the event.
All press coverage is also promoted on Social Media Channels.

Your Support
With the support of our partners and sponsors we are confident that we can build a
strong platform for young people wishing to start the sport of sailing, instilling discipline and fostering determination.
There is more we would like to talk to you about, so we do appreciate some of your
time to explain in person what the Jarhead Young Sailors’ Foundation is all about and
transfer a bit of our passion and energy over to you!
Talk to us! Reach out via email on info@jarheadyoungsailorsmalta.org or give us a call
on +356 99977778 and we will get back to you to set up a meeting.
Thank you!
Jarhead Young Sailors Foundation - Malta

